
Market Leadership
Omniture is a leading provider of online business 
optimization software. Omniture’s software—delivered 
to customers through hosted, on-demand services—
offers an easier and more flexible way to manage 
online, multi-channel and off-line business initiatives 
without costly investments in IT infrastructure. As a 
result, companies can more fully leverage the Internet 
to increase revenues, improve customer service, opera-
tional efficiency, and maintain a competitive edge. 

Omniture’s Online Business Optimization Platform™ 
includes Omniture SiteCatalyst®, Omniture 
DataWarehouse™, Omniture Discover™, Omniture 
SearchCenter™ and Omniture Genesis™—all deliv-
ered on an open, flexible, highly secure and scalable 
computing architecture.

Business Challenges
A key obstacle facing companies today is their inability 
to measure, segment and digest hundreds of millions 
of customer transactions fast enough to implement 
competitive strategies. Business success will depend 
greatly on access to timely, relevant information about 
online customers, campaign performance and emerg-
ing business trends. Companies need the speed, 
power and flexibility of real-time data exploration, and 
a platform that provides business people across the 
organization with accurate, up-to-date information. 
They need to be able to parse the data into meaning-
ful segments and scenarios to gain deeper insight into 
online customer engagement. 

Because Discover provides direct access to granular 
data from any angle and at any level using busi-
ness visualizations, customers no longer have to 
make trade-offs between response time and level of 
granularity—now they can have both. With Omniture 
Discover, companies can create an unlimited number 
of previously undefined customer segments to uncover 
new business opportunities, devise new customer 
acquisition strategies and drive more revenue from 
online marketing campaigns.

key Benefits
Single unified customer analytics suite: Discover is an integral compo-
nent of the Omniture Online Business Optimization Platform™ and is 
seamlessly integrated with Omniture SiteCatalyst® Web analytics, provid-
ing the industry’s most complete, real-time customer analytics suite. The 
suite empowers all levels of business users—from executives using dash-
boards, to managers using operational reporting, to analysts performing 
free-form data exploration and segmentation—to have an integrated view 
of data so they can make more accurate, timely and insightful decisions 
to increase their online business. Omniture Discover eliminates the incon-
sistencies, discrepancies, frustrations and duplication of efforts that can 
arise from un-integrated products.

Results-oriented user experience: Discover builds off of the familiar 
SiteCatalyst interface to make it easy for users to find and leverage the 
full range of features it provides. Discover offers a powerful yet unclut-
tered workspace environment that reduces distraction and simplifies 
the analytical process so users can spend more time analyzing and less 
time processing the data. The design approach also makes the power of 
Discover easily accessible to mainstream business users through familiar 
functionality such as drag and drop, cross tab reports, drilldown icons, 
and a tabbed user interface to navigate, filter and segment customer 
information by any dimension. 

Greater accountability, measurability and ROI: Omniture Discover 
enables experienced business analysis professionals to analyze and seg-
ment hundreds of millions of rows of Web and customer transaction data 
in real time—providing the ability to explore new business insights, unlock 
hidden business value and make timely changes to online advertising 
campaigns and site design to optimize customer engagement and conver-
sion. With Discover, companies can monitor and measure virtually every 
program scenario by customer segment, and quickly reallocate dollars 
and efforts for an instant increase in ROI.

product overview

A New Dimension in Customer Analytics

“I think maximizing the value of existing segments with Discover 2.0 
comes down to one word: granularity. To make big changes, we need to 
isolate the little ones, and understand what drives them.”
howstuffworks
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discover at a GLance:

unLiMited reaL-tiMe seGMentation  
enables users to create and simultaneously 
compare several customer segments and key 
performance metrics to quickly identify new 
valuable segments and increase the value of 
existing segments.

MuLti-diMensionaL site anaLysis 
allows users to visualize complex non-linear 
site navigation by customer segment using 
color, size, position, movement and volume 
to improve site design, navigation, content 
layout and customer conversion.

virtuaL focus Group provides a deep 
understanding of the unique experience of 
individual customers and the Web site, facili-
tating improved customer experience, and 
the ability to create focus group segments 
based on desired attributes.

advanced faLLout anaLysis allows 
users to dynamically build and analyze the 
effectiveness of online processes to improve 
conversion and understand multi-session 
conversion across various different content 
groups.  

dynaMic path fLow provides interactive 
exploration of unique paths customers follow 
through the Web site to optimize campaign 
conversion, content placement and site navi-
gation.  
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Discover at a Glance
Discover provides a vehicle for deeper levels of under-
standing and analysis with instant viewing of click-stream 
data from any angle for previously undefined segments. 
Armed with this information, decision makers have the 
necessary insight to accurately assess and optimize their 
online programs and deliver greater profitability.
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